Abstract
Background and origins of research of Adam Curtis. One persisting theme has been the pursuit of different landscapes at different scales to discover the routes to explain how the body is built. His research life fell in a fortunate period during which techniques and concepts for investigating structure have improved year by year. His most fortunate encounter was with Michael Abercrombie and his views on the social behaviour of cells, aims for quantitation, and statistical testing. Adam worked in various environmentsin turn Geology as an undergraduate, Biophysics Ph.D. in a Genetics department and various departments in turn from anatomy via zoology to Cell Biology. Adam started his Ph.D. work in cell adhesion, studying cell movement, trapping and reaggregation phenomena, having an early start from the physico-chemical viewpoint. He made quantitative measurements of cell adhesion by kinetic methods. Interference reflection microscopy (IRM) and related optical interference techniques were brought into the field of biology by him. In turn this led with Chris Wilkinson, a long term colleague, to the use of micro-and nanofabrication for biological research. Polscope and photoelastic measurements were introduced to biology recently in his laboratory. One long term theme has been to map the adhesion of cells to substrates to discover contact areas. Early data came from IRM and then TIRF (Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy) and then from Forster Resonance Energy Microscopy (FRET). Another important theme was the time scale that needed to be measured -very short indeed in suspension. This was very difficult and has only become possible very recently but hydrodynamic calculation shows it must be very short. The attractions of the Derjagin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek theory (DLVO theory) are that they explain many features of biological adhesion. The main test of this theory depends upon the energy of the adhesion at various different separation distances between cell and cell or cell and substrate. Problems with cell adhesion molecules are discussed. Contact guidance of cells by oriented structures and Paul Weiss -Tests with grating replicas suggested that topographic rather than biochemical explanations were applicable. It became clearer later that this was an area of research waiting for microfabrication. Albert Harris influenced me considerably to start thinking about mechanical forces produced by cells. Pulling at cells showed effects on the cytoskeleton and on cell cycle time. Such thoughts led to a microfabricated device for tendon repair. Recent photoelastic measurements with the Polscope have allowed much more detailed analysis of the forces between cells. The interesting results on microfabricated devices led to work on nanostructures. Results led the Glasgow group to consider dimensions of structures and how cells could sense such small objects and questions about why order and size may be important. Differential protein adsorption onto surfaces seems to provide defective explanations of the effects. The results will be discussed in terms of very recent theories of cell interaction and cell signals and possible future developments will be outlined.
Introduction
The research I shall describe was conducted over a considerable period. Whilst it will mention results from many interactions with other people and with new techniques, this paper will not concentrate on the history of people and places, so much as on a description of the research landscape and on why it has been worthwhile staying in the same research country -even if it moves from place to place within that landscape-and why I have always wanted to explore it further. In the process of describing that landscape and the roads and paths within it I shall remark on some as yet unexplored paths and where they might lead. Not all useful interactions with people and places will be described. I started research as a Ph.D. student at the Institute of Animal Genetics University of Edinburgh with Professor C.H. Waddington and Dr Geoffrey Selman as supervisors and my topic was Some Biophysical Studies of Cell Adhesion. At the start of the thesis there were some twelve papers in the subject.
Adhesion
The work of Dan on the adhesion of sea urchin eggs (Dan, 1947) had shown that counterion valencies and concentrations could play a very important role in determining whether adhesion could or could not occur.
Review of a life of research
Reading about this led me to H.R. Kruyt's (1949 Kruyt's ( , 1952 massive two volume compilation on colloid science which emphasised the role of electrostatic and electrodynamic forces in determining particle adhesion and helped me develop the concept of much of cell adhesion being determined by a force balance in the secondary minimum of the potential energy diagram. This concept is explained well in the paper by Bongrand's group (Vitte et al., 2004 ). Kruyt's colleagues Verwey and Overbeek had been involved in 50% of the development of what is now known as the DLVO theory (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek). What was known about the dimensions of cell contacts, the fairly free flow and diffusion within intercellular fluids was consistent with the idea of a secondary minimum adhesion -though non-biophysicists have found this concept difficult. I therefore pursued that concept and this led to the use of interference reflecting systems as in some metallurgical microscopes to look at the separation between cell and substratum, further leading to the introduction of IRM to biological work (Curtis 1964) . In turn, but not in our hands, that led to the discovery of the focal contact (Izzard and Lochner, 1976) . The IRM results were consistent with DLVO interpretations .
IRM was, in fact, not quite good enough in z-axis measurement at small separations but it did confirm that the refractive indices of the plasmalemma were close to 1.35 and the intervening medium close to 1.34. Why did we make that claim? Reflectivity values (Contrast values) would not be consistent with the observed image if anything more than very small deviations from these values were allowed. I should mention that the late David Gingell inspired me and to a large extent examined the IRM system in detail (Gingell, 1981) . Gingell, before his early untimely death, was much involved in the development of a parallel system the TIRF microscope. I have not left the field entirely alone, since H. Morgan looked at the idea that surface plasmon resonance could be used to measure the dimensions of adhesions (Zhang et al., 2001) and I have tried to use FRET microscopy to look at the resonance coupling that could occur from one membrane to another. FRET microscopy should provide a very accurate measurement of membrane to substratum proximity in the 1-6nm range. I was, and still am, concerned about the manner in which the adhesion of the cells should be measured.
Measurements of the force that needs to be applied to break an adhesion are quite widely used but have several defects (Curtis and Lackie, 1991; Bongrand et al., 1994; Richards et al., 1995) . Taking a leaf from the books of the colloid chemists, it seemed sensible to adopt their concept of the probability that a collision between cell and cell or cell and substrate leads to an adhesion, in other words collision probability. Very adhesive cells would have a collision probability of 100%. This measure is of course a measurement of the formation of an adhesion. It has several attractions as a measure. First it can be tied into the hydrodynamic and other forces involved in forming an adhesion (Swift and Friedlander, 1964; Duszyk and Doroszewski, 1986; Doroszewski and Kiwala, 1988) , whether in shear flow or in Poiseuille flow in a tube, the shear rate in which the adhesions form can be known, thus the rate of formation of adhesions can be measured. It can be used to compare adhesive forces of differently sized particles. I introduced this method to cell biology using a Couette viscometer to provide the known shear rate (Curtis, 1969) .
The translation of the collision efficiency into adhesive energies or forces requires an understanding of all the forces involved in forming and breaking an adhesion and there are still some forces whose importance is unresolved. In better understood situations namely polystyrene microsphere suspensions, we (Curtis and Hocking, 1970) could measure forces of attraction. Incidentally this approach is capable of solving many problems -including why it rains, and if it does, why as large or small drops.
This type of approach looks at the earliest events in cell adhesion and at the shear rates used the collisional encounter can last less than 10 milliseconds. If the adhesion is formed within half the interaction time (as one cell (particle) rotates around the other, it tends to become permanent). Of course, not all particles collide at the same moment and in a dilute suspension it may take many minutes for sufficient collisions to occur to have much effect on adhesion. This gives a very different understanding of adhesion obtained from most biochemical experiments where the formation of adhesion may take many minutes. It is tempting to ask whether, in many of such experiments, that any effective treatment is the one that brings the cells into the state where they might adhere. This raises technical procedures about the preparation of cells (Curtis and McMurray, 1986) .
Incidentally this same paper describes the use of attached beads for signalling to cells. The same fast formation of adhesions can be confirmed by IRM but we are yet to do the higher than normal frame rate video microscopy to time this. In practice in the body adhesions of platelets to blood vessels etc. or of embryonic tissues to each other but not of leucocytes to other cells (Jones et al., 1994) appears to take place very rapidly at the cell-by-cell level.
Mechanotransduction
My first post-doc job was with Michael Abercrombie trying to account for contact inhibition of movement, the phenomenon that many cell types display whereby they tend to cease crawling movement on contact. I found Michael a most inspiring research teacher who embued me with not a love or even a devotion to, but a belief that good experiments usually required good statistical testing. He generously encouraged me to work on adhesion and on cell surface grafting. Those were areas that were judged, probably correctly, to have little to do with contact inhibition. Nevertheless contact inhibition remained on the research agenda and this led me to investigate the related but almost converse situation whereby cells prefer to crawl on fibres and grooves. This had been discovered by Paul Weiss (1945 , 1958 and I was intrigued as to why a change from a planar substrate to a grooved one made such large behavioural differences in cells. Weiss had proposed that the explanation for contact guidance was that the cells responded to molecular orientation of molecules adsorbed from the medium, the orientation being determined by adsorption reactions to curved surfaces. I felt that this could not be correct because the diameter of the fibres on which the phenomenon was most marked were very large compared with molecules. Malini Varde and I showed this experimentally (Curtis and Varde, 1964) . No technique available at that time would have revealed molecular orientation to us, and even now arguably Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) might show orientation and tell us something about the molecules involved but would not provide that detailed molecular map of the surface that we desire. At the time we were not able to envisage a test that would tell us what force system aligned the cells but the problem remained. This was an early example of using a microfabricated environment for testing cells though the fabrication was in cellulose esters casts of diamond-ruled diffraction gratings. It was quite clear from observations by tissue culturerers that appreciable mechanical tensions developed in monolayers of cells and this was very well demonstrated by Albert Harris et al. (1980) (Fig. 4a, b) .
When cultures are confluent they soon cease to divide and though Dunn and Ireland (1984) have explained this by diffusional limitations on the cells, I wondered if mechanical tension might be involved partly because of experiments on epithelial growth on artificially distended rat uteri. Experiments were designed and set up (Curtis and Seehar, 1978) using cells grown on fairly rigid nets distorted by piezo-device made from gas lighters. Results were definite that mechanical stimulation could stimulate the cell cycle. Mechanical stimulation would have stirred the medium so there might have been a diffusional component but the stimulation was such that very limited stirring took place. 
Micro and then Nano-Topography
At this time, I really started work in earnest with Chris Wilkinson, who loves the small and the making of it, to explore the uses of microfabrication (and later nanofabrication) to make highly specified, if idealised, landscapes for cell resembling real tissue landscapes better than plastic culture dishes. Our collaboration has been stimulating and very productive and I am most grateful to Chris for all the interaction. We used photolithographic methods followed by dry etching to pattern silica, silicon, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and by embossing from silica masters a range of polymers, for example polystyrene. Peter Clark joined us and this led to a thorough investigation of several different types and scales of structure (Clark, 1994; Clark et al., 1987 Clark et al., , 1990 Clark et al., , 1991 . It is interesting that Brunette (Brunette et al., 1983) was carrying out similar work, though with titanium. Many papers were published, but even 15 years later many landscapes still remain to be investigated. One important thing that became clear was that many, perhaps all, types of cell tested were very reactive even to small differences in the scale of the topography (Fig. 5) .
It was also clear that the reaction of the cells to topography involved the cytoskeleton of the cell to a marked extent (Fig. 6) . One plausible explanation of these reactions were that the cells were exerting tensional forces on the substratum and reacting to the extent to which these forces were scaled by the substratum (Fig. 4) . By this I mean that a distortable substrate will dissipate these forces over some distance whereas a hard substrate allows these forces to act directly on the surface which does not yield. Consequently, a hard substrate buried under a soft layer might be detected by the cells. Perhaps the most impressive demonstration of this was obtained by my present colleague, Mathis Riehle, who first conceived the possibility developing it from the idea of durotaxis (Lo et al., 2000) , (Fig. 7) . The figure shows that cells can react to the orienting signal of a hard silica grooved substrate separated from the cells by a layer about 10 µm thick of much softer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The cells show alignment to the underlying pattern indicating that they can sense the mechanical differences, in most cases cells assemble on the stiffer parts of the gel over the ridges. Some pictures show extensions especially along transitions. Several different cell eukaryote types were affected by some of the micro-topographies -indeed we could claim and still do, without having tested everything, that all eukaryote cell types so far examined (except red blood cells) will react to topography though the most effective dimensions vary from cell type to cell type, for a review see Curtis and Clark (1990) . It is still debatable as to whether cells react to depth, groove width, discontinuities or combinations of these (Fig. 8) .
Discontinuities, as at the intersection of two planes at 90 degrees, appear to form regions of high adhesion and preferential location of many cell types Curtis et al., 2004) . Frequently cells migrate rapidly along these discontinuities. Figure 3 shows the formation of focal contacts along these edges. They also appear to be involved in actin organisation (Fig. 6) . Similar reactions are seen at the zone of discontinuities, as at the zone of transition from a nanopatterned region to a planar one. Testing these ideas about cell orientation led Beata Wojciak-Stothard to look at the reaction of tendon cells to grooves and this produced such good 'reformation' of a tendon (Wojciak et al., 1995) in vitro that we designed and tested, with success, an in vivo system based on this.
When we turned to look at the reaction of neurons we found we could obtain very good guidance of neurons by grooves . This was not unexpected since Weiss had demonstrated this before 1960 (Weiss, 1945 (Weiss, , 1958 . From this grew a research programme on the building of nervous networks in culture. Chris Wilkinson and I were motivated by the desire, not yet fully satisfied, to examine how changes in connectivity of neurons may alter signal processing. This would provide a new Grooved substrates and also micro-contact printed patterns provided very good guidance (see Fig. 9 ) but there are still problems with extracting signals from these networks. These investigations have also led into theoretical studies on optimal network design (Wilkinson and Curtis, 1999) .
Slightly earlier, while we were exploring the effects of groove and step dimensions on cell behaviour, we had found that effects seemed to become smaller as we approached dimensions of one micrometer. It seemed likely that effects might disappear in the nanometric region. Our colleague Peter Clark used a clever method of fabricating grooves only 130nm wide by a photolithographic method and found that these had a very marked effect on cell orientation (Clark et al., 1991) . Beata Wojciak-Stothard et al. (1996) showed that similar grooves of even smaller dimensions affected macrophage morphology and cell activity similarly strongly. Though we were making structures that were nanometric only in one dimension this encouraged us to set about making structures nanometric in all three dimensions. Fortunately, Chris Wilkinson has an electron beam lithographic (EBL) facility which was developing both in very advanced skills and in its equipment and at this point I should mention with much gratitude the especial skills of Brendan Casey, Bill Monaghan and Mary Robertson in these methods, without which the most recent five years of research would not have happened. It is worthwhile looking at the reviews by Chris Wilkinson for further information on development of EBL (Wilkinson et al., 2001; Wilkinson, 2004) . Initially nanometric structures made by the EBL method came on line slowly and so we turned to a less precise or controllable but much faster method of fabrication. This was the polymer-demixing system. Fortunately, Dr Stanley Affrossman of Strathclyde University was a world expert on this technology and supplied us with many nanometric topographies in polymers (Affrossman and Stamm, 2000) . Most of these had a single consistent surface chemistry an important point since chemical heterogeneity might have been expected but the topography was not fully defined. There then followed a long succession of papers mostly led by Matt Dalby (Dalby et al., 2002,a,b,c; Dalby et al., 2003 a,b; Dalby et al. 2004a,b) about the effects of nanotopography on cell shape, cytoskeletal organisation, cytokine production and most import of all, gene expression using microarray technology. We were encouraged in the last of these lines of research by the results of Chou et al. (1995) who showed that fibronectin expression was enhanced in cells grown on micrometric grooves. There were many changes in gene expression and it is perhaps too early to perceive clearly what is happening, Another of Matt Dalby's happy ideas was to look at filopodia on nanotopography which gave a strong idea that filopodia might be the 'organelle' that explores the nanoenvironment (Fig. 10) .
The effects of nanotopography could be separated from effects of nanochemical patterns because (i) almost identical results could be obtained with the same patterns in a large range of polymers (ii) changing the proteins in . Rat epitenon cells grown on polycaprolactone surfaces for 24 hours, fixed and stained with Coomassie Blue. Each image shows the junction of a planar area and a nanopatterned area. The size and centre to centre spacing in nm of the nanopits is shown in the top LH corner of each separate image. Cells appear black. Note that with the exception of the smallest closest spaced pits adhesion of cells on the nanopatterned areas is very much lower than on the planar areas. Review of a life of research the medium may have changed adsorption profiles but did not affect cell reaction. Some scientists have found this surprising, but the Riehle findings on mechanical properties of substrata provide an explanation as to why adsorption may not over-ride nanotopographical effects. Obviously the next stage will be to compare nanochemical patterns produced perhaps by contact printing with topographical patterns. When EBL produced patterns became available to us in relative abundance as a the result of the activities of Dr N.Gadegaard, we began to realise that in addition to the sizes of nanometric features their ordering was a important. Quasi-random patterns had small effects but precise orthogonal or hexagonal arrays of features had very obvious and relatively large effects (Curtis et al., 2004) . Very small defects in these arrays lead to areas of high adhesion (Fig. 12) .
At this point it is probably worth reminding readers that there is a great deal of nanometric detail in the environment of cells. Collagen provides an almost constantly present nanopatterned surface and other features such as cell contact zones are somewhat similarly patterned. All these results made us think about the cellular mechanism that might lead to these reactions of cells. Clearly the cytoskeleton was involved in the reactions. The ordered arrays showed sign of superhydrophobicity (Shiu et al., 2004) because these regularly ordered substrates of pits or pillars substrates are not wettable even though the materials from which they are made (e.g., clean silica) are wettable. Structures with sudden transition zones in the nanofeatures are highly adhesive for cells at these transitions and wettable. Incidentally such transition zones are hard to avoid since the 'stitch' regions in extensive nanopatterns usually show zones where the pattern changes in alignment or spacing over a pair of writing rows. The images of the zones of low adhesion show at their edges where they meet a planar surface, a region of high adhesion (Fig. 11) . Liquid crystals placed on these nanometric surfaces show orientation effects (Flanders et al., 1978; Lay et al., 2000) . Dr N. Gadegaard has started a programme of research using the AFM in the picoforce mode to search for such effects in water layers just above a Figure 12 . Defect in writing an array marked with white arrows that led to high adhesion locally. Defect was due to an error in Look-up Tables. 100 nm diameter pits on 300 nm spacing. Courtesy Dr N. Gadegaard. 14. Photoelastic effects in PDMS substrate induced by an h-tert cell. Pseudocolor as in Figure 13 . Note strain effects around cell. Bar 20 µm. Courtesy of Theodora Tsapikouni. Review of a life of research nanotopographically patterned surface. Some work has been done on attempts to discover if changing the surface chemistry will over-ride the effects of nanotopography. (Nanomed report, web reference) and the conclusion is that extensive chemical changes will partially but not completely over-ride effects of topography.
More Mechanical Transduction
Thus there are reasons for suspecting that the reactions of cells to nanotopography are related to force interactions between substratum and cell and of course a component of these are the forces exerted by the cells on the substratum through their contractile mechanisms. These have recently been measured by a variety of techniques (Dembo et al., 1996 . Balaban et al., 2001 , Bershadsky et al., 2003 and can be as large as 1 nanoNewton per cell. It has been suggested that there may be a feedback system whereby resistance to cell motion results in an increase in cellular traction forces (Bershadsky et al., 2003) . Dalby et al. (2003a,b) (following some preliminary work by Curtis (1994) ) has explored the possibility that chromosome packing is altered by situations that change nuclear shape. This concept is originally based on the work of HeslopHarrison (Heslop-Harrison, 2003; Heslop-Harirsion et al., 1991) who showed that chromosome position in interphase nuclei is not random. From this one can conclude that conditions that alter nuclear shape are likely to alter chromosome packing and thus access of smaller molecules involved in transcription to various transcription sites. Dalby's results using chromosome painting techniques are yielding results persuasive that our expectations are being met.
These ideas lead to a further line of work, which is the measurement of the forces cells exert on the substratum and on each other. The methods of Dembo and of Balaban are most ingenious but appear to offer the cell cues that may change the forces the cells do exert. Furthermore there is the question of what lateral forces do cells exert on each other as they form a mono-or multilayer. Are these for example sufficient to alter gene expression? To this end, we have started using the very sensitive polarising microscope developed by CRI Instruments to measure photoelasticity in substrates induced by cellular stresses on the substratum materials (Fig. 13) . Such techniques appear to allow the measurement of forces as small as 10 -12 Newton per micrometer and show that force exertion by fibroblasts is not greatest at the tip of the lamellipodium but rather at the 'root' of the lamellipodium (Figs. 13 and  14) . Since time-lapse videos can be taken using this technique it may become possible to reconstruct the history of the ways in which cells interact and possibly elucidate the events before cell division in a monolayer ceases.
This life review does not end with some majestic conclusions but dies away into the misty but tantalising future and thoughts of what might be done in some areas -that I feel is the essence of science -it is eternally on going.
Adsorption Conundrum
The adsorption of proteins and other large molecules onto surfaces made from polymers, silica, glass etc. presents a problem for those interested in cell attachment and behaviour. In a sense this must occur to some extent even for polyethylene-oxide like surfaces. So why do the cells apparently sense nanotopography? One explanation is the mechanical one advanced by Mathis Riehle (see above). Another is that an adsorbed layer even perhaps some 10nm thick still allows sufficient penetration by long range forces for underlying topography to effect interactions through it. A third less likely explanation is that the conformation of the adsorbed layer to the surface effectively transfers the surface to the adsorbed molecules while still preserving features of the original surface. What is clear is that existing methods for studying protein adsorption do not have the resolution, or capability for mapping individual species of molecule, or ability to provide information on conformation to be of real use. I hope these matters will be solved soon.
